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Captain Capital Letter! 
Use your knowledge of 
capital letters to sort 
the sentences on the 

worksheet. You can use 
the poster to help 

remind you of where 
capital letters should 

go. 

Sentence Sorter 
There is a file with some 

really, really boring 
sentences. Can you make 

them more exciting by 
adding amazing 

adjectives or awesome 
alliteration? 

Acing the Alphabet 
Take a look at the worksheet 

and see if you can put the 
words into alphabetical 

order.  
There’s a super duper 

challenge for those of you 
who fancy it on the 2nd page! 

Lovely Letters 
We have missed you! And we 
know that you’ll have missed 
your friends over the holidays 

too!  Use the template to 
write a letter to tell them 
what you’ve been up to 
and what yours looking 
forward to when we get 

back!  

I found a Caveman! 
Use the link in the writing 
template to learn about 

our new friend the 
Caveman who found 

himself in the year 2020.  
Can you write about what 
you think would happen 

next in this story? 
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Times Tables Games 
Follow the link to 

practice your times 
tables using the fun 

games online! 
 

https://www.topmarks.co
.uk/maths-games/7-11-

years/times-tables  

 

Telling the Time! 
Use the template to help 

you draw the correct 
times on the clock.  

Upload a photo of your 
work to your folder in 

Teams! 

Number Tasks 
Practice your adding, 

doubles, halves and times 
tables with this Number 

Tasks.  
You can create some of your 
own too and send them back 

to us.  

Sumdog 
We will be keeping an eye 
on how you are all doing 

with Sumdog! 
Login to your Sumdog to 
check out the challenges 

you have been set!   

Money Matters 
Use the ‘Recognising 
Coins’ sheet to help 

remind you of what each 
coin looks like. 

Add the coins together on 
the worksheet and upload 

your answers to us! 
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Yoga Time 
You can find Yoga 

resources in the Glow 
folders and choose your 

favourite story to join 
in with some Cosmic 

Yoga. 
 

https://www.youtube.co
m/user/CosmicKidsYoga  

 

Random Acts of Kindness 
Have a watch of this short 

film and think about 
some kind things you 

could do for your family 
and friends this new year.  

Type them on to the 
sheet in the folders.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=8Wi0UWLeT9I 

 

The MAGIC of yet… 
We have done lots of 

strengthening of our Growth 
Mindsets’ so let’s see what 

we can remind ourselves we 
can do if we get stuck on our 
work at home. Complete the 
worksheet and use this video 

to remind yourself!  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?r

eload=9&v=XLeUvZvuvAs  

Joe Wicks Workouts 
Keeping active is important 

so find some space, pop 
Joe Wicks on and get active 

at home!  
Remember to do some 
deep breathing when 
you’re finished to cool 

down! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Rz0go1pTda8&list=PLyCLoPd4VxBsXs

1WmPcektsQyFbXTf9FO  

Animal Fact Files 
Do some research on your 

favourite animal and 
create your own fact file 
about it. You can use the 
template or create your 

own. 
Extension! Make up your 

own imaginary animal 
and tell us about them in 

another fact file! 
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